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between old and new technology 
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VisionID is Ireland’s leading System Integrator providing Barcode and Data 
Capture solutions in today’s “real time” society to sectors such as Manufacturing, 
Retail, Healthcare, Field Mobility, Education and Government organisations.

We partner with the world’s leading hardware manufacturers such as Zebra 
Technologies, Cognex, Intermec and Xplore to create value by increasing 
product breadth and knowledge, opening new vertical markets 
and expanding service and support opportunities.

VisionID deliver a seamless application 
for you and your end user.

Stock control is important area that retail 
technology has been applied to for decades. 
In the case of Woodies, like many others, this 
technology took the form of hand-held terminals 
called Piccolinks that had been in use for 
several years. “We used them for pretty much 
everything in the Woodies environment,” says 
Gavin Lambkin, IT director for Woodies Ireland. 
“They’re used for stocktaking, labelling, goods in 
and everything else.

“Now, Woodies isn’t a high fashion store,” 
Lambkin quips. “It’s a harsh environment. It’s big 
and dirty and dusty, and these terminals would 
take a lot of punishment. They get dropped and 
knocked about the place.”
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“The Picalinks had to be repaired a lot,” Lambkin 
adds, “but to be fair to the technology we’ve had 
them in place since 2003 so they didn’t owe us 
any favours!”

Despite this long-standing reliability, Lambkin 
explains that the company started finding it 
difficult to have the terminals repaired, due to 
the advancement of overall systems. “We had 
a maintenance contract in place with VisionID 
since 2007,” Lambkin says, “and they basically 
told us that they could continue to support the 
old handhelds for another year or so, and then 
we’d have to start looking at an alternative 
solution.”



Eventually VisionID came to Woodies with the 
solution, which was to use software emulation 
on the Zebra MC9200 handheld mobile 
computer. “It means we can swap out the 
hardware and put in new scanners without 
upgrading the back-end software,” Lambkin 
says. “The menu system and functionality 
remain the same but you’ve got more reliable 
and secure hand-helds.”

As we observed, the advancement of 
technology is having myriad effects across 
every industry you could think of, but Woodies 
discovered that this evolution was going to 
make it tricky to replace the hardware. “We had 
our ERP system [Enterprise Resource Planning],” 
Lambkin says, “and the software we were using 
was quote an old version of Microsoft Dynamics. 
We ran into an issue where basically the latest 
software wasn’t compatible with the older hand-
held terminals.”

The reverse of this was also true: the 
newerterminals that would replace Woodies’ 
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old workhorse Picalinks were not compatible 
with the older software, which required VisionID 
and Woodies to take a step back and find a 
novel solution that would allow Woodies to 
incrementally bring their system up to date 
rather than replacing the software and the 
hardware at once – a time-consuming and costly 
project.

“We had to do some research and a bit of 
headscratching,” says Lambkin, “because 
upgrading the software would have incurred 
further licensing and development costs.”

Zebra MC9200 
Warehouse Mobile Computer

“What this emulation means is that 
Woodies and VisionID have bridged the 
gap between the old technology and the 
new. We have the hardware in place now, 
meaning we can take our time in terms of 
evaluating new software functionality. It 
future proofs us”.

Gavin Lambkin 
IT director for Woodies Ireland

This novel solution to a practical problem gives 
Woodies time to look to the future in terms of 
its entire IT approach. “The idea is seamless 
integration between the in-store and online 
software,” Lambkin says in closing. “We’re 
constantly looking at ways we can improve the 
entire customer experience.”
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How can we optimise your
customer’s experience? 

> VisionID bespoke retail solutions enable you to streamline processes

and, gather information in realtime which can assist you in aligning

your strategic requirements with your customer’s needs.

> Draw on our industry-leading service team to partner you at every

stage from systems design, hardware customisation to focused staff

training.

> Enjoy inventory visibility up the supply chain and out through your

fulfilment channels in real-time, optimising stock control, quickening

deliveries and reinforcing customer satisfaction.

> Unify customer engagement with your brand across all touchpoints

and platforms, building consistency and sharpening your

responsiveness to their wants.

> These retail solutions are powerful catalysts for increasing operational

efficiency. Your business will enjoy authoritative inventory data

and cost efficiencies. Your customers enjoy an enhanced shopping

experience.

Why clients turn to VisionID

> Poor inventory accuracy is diminishing the retail

experience

> Long queuing is causing loss of sales

> Missed opportunities due to incomplete data

harvesting

> Inconsistent customer interactions eroding brand

loyalty

> Low productivity due to manual processing


